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Abstract
In this paper a new coding method for multiview depth video is presented.
Considering the smooth structure and sharp edges of depth maps, a segmentation based approach is proposed. This allows further preserving the
depth contours thus introducing fewer artifacts in the depth perception of the
video. To reduce the cost associated with partition coding, an estimation of
the depth partition is built using the decoded color view segmentation. This
estimation is refined by sending some complementary information about the
relevant differences between color and depth partitions. For coding the depth
content of each region, a decomposition into orthogonal basis is used in this
paper although similar decompositions may be also employed. Experimental results show that the proposed segmentation based depth coding method
outperforms H.264/AVC and H.264/MVC by more than 2dB at similar bitrates.
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1. Introduction
It is believed that 3D is the next major revolution in the history of TV.
Both at professional and consumer electronics exhibitions, companies are eager to show their new 3D applications. In these applications, the 3D effect is
obtained by recording the scene from multiple viewpoints, which is referred
as Multi-View Video (MVV) [1]. MVV information is often completed with
sample depth information (depth maps) for each view, thus conforming the
Multi-view Video + Depth (MVD) format (Fig. 1). The introduction of this
MVD format allows the incorporation of new functionalities such as Free
View Point Video [2] in current 3DTV applications. MVD representations
result in a vast amount of data to be stored or transmitted. In most situations, there is a need to compress these data efficiently without sacrificing
visual quality significantly. Previous works presented various solutions for
MVV coding (MVC) [3], mostly based on H.264 with combined temporal
and inter-view prediction. Also, approaches for depth map coding in MVD
have been proposed [4, 5, 6].
In 3D applications, depth maps are used for rendering new images (virtual
color views) but not to be directly viewed by the end user. Thus, the goal
when coding depth maps is to maximize the perceived visual quality of the
rendered virtual color views instead of the visual quality of the depth maps
themselves [4]. Traditional image compression methods have been designed
to provide maximum perceived visual quality, so using these methods to
compress depth maps may result in suboptimal performance. The rendering
error depends on the quality of the depth map coding and the quality of the
2

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Multi-view video + Depth (MVD) ballet sequence composed of 8 camera views.
(a) Color view for all cameras at frame t = 0. (b) Corresponding depth information at
the same time instant.

coding of the original color view used as a reference, but also on the structure
of the depth map. For example: errors in the depth map close to an intensity
edge can result in severe rendering artifacts, while errors on a smooth area
may have negligible influence on the final quality.
These ideas are exploited, for instance, in [4], where the authors segment the depth map using a quadtree decomposition and then piecewise-
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linear functions are used to represent the depth information in each resulting
block. Even though their experimental results show coding gains comparable to AVC with no temporal prediction (using only I frames) and MVC,
costly partition information for the quadtree must be sent which results in
a reduction of the performance. Another approach exploiting the previous
ideas is presented in [7]. It relies on a shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT). The contours of the depth maps are extracted using a
Canny edge detector and encoded using a differential Freeman chain-code.
SA-DWT greatly reduces the data entropy of the resulting coefficients and
the experimental results show significant coding gains with respect to traditional techniques based on DWT. However, a formal comparisons against
the AVC standard is not provided. In [5], the authors proposed a combined
representation, called layered depth image (LDI), for color views and depth
in MVD sequences. As the LDI representation aims to reduce the redundant
information between camera views, it is very useful for coding purposes.
However, the number of layers for each element in the representation must
be encoded lossless or near-lossless which limits its coding efficiency. Also,
the LDI representation is more suited to scenarios with cameras close to each
other.
Our proposal is inspired on segmentation-based coding systems (SBCS) [8].
These systems partition images (in this case, depth maps) into a set of arbitrarily shaped homogeneous regions. The separate coding of each region
allows reducing the coding artifacts due to sharp edges and, hence, it is very
appropriate to encode depth maps. As the need to send the partition information (shape of the regions) to the decoder is one of the major efficiency
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drawbacks of SBCS, we present a novel solution that greatly reduces the cost
associated to depth partition coding using the fact that the depth partition
can be estimated using the decoded image color partition. Experimental results in Section 3 will show that the proposed method outperforms AVC and
MVC when encoding MVD sequences.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the approach
proposed to encode depth maps in multiview sequences using a segmentation
based technique. Section 3 presents the experimental results comparing our
method with AVC and MVC. Finally, Section 4 provides some conclusions
and future extensions of this work.
2. Segmentation based depth encoding approach
Our proposal is based on segmenting the depth map into homogeneous
regions of arbitrary shape and then coding the contents of these regions using
texture coding techniques [8]. For simplicity, in the sequel we will use the
word texture to refer to the depth information inside the regions. As can
be seen in Fig. 1, depth maps can be considered approximately piecewise
planar, with highly homogeneous regions separated by strong contours. The
resulting regions can be efficiently encoded using low order methods, like
piecewise linear functions in the case of [4] or a decomposition into orthogonal
bases in our approach.
Having uniform regions will allow coding the depth values (texture) inside the region with only a few coefficients. However, as the receiver does
not know the shape of the resulting regions, the partition must be encoded
and transmitted. To avoid the high cost associated to coding the resulting
5

partitions (region shape), instead of directly segmenting the depth map (as in
other approaches, like [4]), the novel idea we are proposing is to approximate
the depth partition from the decoded color partition, and to send only the
information about the relevant difference between both partitions. As it will
be shown, this will result in a very efficient coding of the depth partition.
In this process we make two assumptions: a) the color views have been
previously coded and sent to the receiver (decoded color views), and b) we can
always construct a color partition (generated using only color information)
such that it contains the important depth transitions. This is, a homogeneous
region in the color partition will also result in a homogeneous region in the
depth partition. This ensures that depth regions can be encoded efficiently.
Assumption b) is not straightforward and needs further reasoning: In
most cases, strong transitions in the depth maps coincide with color transitions in the color views because objects at different depths usually have
different color or illumination conditions. Figs. 2.a and 2.b show a comparison between partitions computed on the color and depth images, both with
the same number of regions. The strong depth transitions, separating both
persons from the background, are also present in the color partition.
By using very fine color partitions, that is, with a high enough number
of regions, as in Fig. 2.c, it can be ensured that almost all relevant contours
in the depth partition are also present in the color view partition.
There are some cases where b) does not hold. One is when objects in
the foreground have the same color as the background. The other is when
objects with uniform color but slowly changing depth (i.e. walls or floors) are
present in the image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Comparison between a color partition and the corresponding depth partition at
the same time instant. (a) Partition obtained using color homogeneity and (b) partition
obtained using depth homogeneity for Ballet using 80 regions in each case. Finally, (c) is
a color-based fine partition with 500 regions.

In the first case, our method will under-segment this zone and the coding
will be less efficient because of a non-homogeneous region and the coded
depth may have errors at the depth transitions, which can result in a quality
7

loss at the rendered image. This effect can be seen, for instance, in Figs. 2.a
and 2.b due to the similar color of the ballerina’s hand and the wood handle
at the bottom wall. The second case can be seen in Figs. 2.a and 2.b where,
on the background (wall and floor) the shape of the color and depth regions
differ. However, this does not result in quality loss because both partitions
have smooth and low contrasted regions that can be efficiently coded.
Using the previous assumptions, a color view partition can be constructed
both at the encoder and at the decoder that will contain all the significant
contours in the depth partition (and probably, many more). We use the
decoded color views also at the encoder side to ensure the same partitions are
used at both sides. To further ensure region homogeneity when this partition
is applied to the depth information, we construct it with a high number of
regions (Fig. 2.c). This partition will be used to estimate the final depth
partition. Looking at Fig. 2.c it is obvious that the color view partition
is over-segmented with respect to the depth partition. This is caused by
regions with similar depth but different color. Over-segmentation may result
in coding inefficiency because of the large number of texture coefficients due
to extra regions. By merging some of the regions of the decoded color view
partition, a very good approximation to the optimal depth map partition
can be constructed. That is, to get a better approximation of the depth map
partition, we influence the color view segmentation process using information
from the original depth map available only at the encoder. In this case, some
side information must be sent to the decoder but its amount is small with
respect to directly coding the depth map partition.
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2.1. Color-depth based segmentation algorithm
Our segmentation technique is based on a region-merging approach. Starting from an initial partition with a high number of regions (or even starting
at the pixel level), the partition is constructed using an iterative process: at
each iteration, the two more similar regions are merged. By stopping the
merging process at a given level, we can obtain a partition with any desired
number of regions.
The similarity measure is computed for each pair of neighboring regions.
In our approach, region similarity is evaluated by comparing the models (for
instance, region means) of the initial regions with the model of the resulting
region after merging. The comparison criterion is the weighted euclidean
distance between region models (WEDM [10]). For two regions R1 and R2 ,
with areas A1 and A2 respectively, the WEDM cost, OW EDM is given by:

OW EDM (R1 , R2 ) = A1 kMR1 − MR1 ∪R2 k2 + A2 kMR2 − MR1 ∪R2 k2

(1)

where the model MRi for region Ri is the vector formed by the average of all
pixels values I(p) with p ∈ Ri :

MRi =

1 X
I(p)
Ai p∈R

(2)

i

The models can be computed on the YCbCr color space if segmentation
is performed using color information or directly on the depth channel when
depth information is used for depth segmentation In the first case, the cost
C
D
will be referred as OW
EDM and in the second case as OW EDM .
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Figure 3: Example of final partition with 80 regions.

To create the final depth partition we use a process consisting of an
estimation using a fine color partition and in a set of region mergings to
better approximate the depth partition. This process can be described in
three steps:
First step: A fine initial color view partition (initial partition) is built in
the same way both at the encoder and the decoder (using the decoded color
view) selecting a number of regions high enough to avoid under-segmentation
(see Fig. 2.c). Section 2.1.1 details the algorithm used to determine the
number of regions. This initial partition can be considered an estimation of
the final depth partition and, since it can be constructed both at the encoder
at the decoder, has no coding cost.
Second step: The final partition (Fig. 3) is obtained at the encoder
side by using the aforementioned algorithm with WEDM cost in the depth
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Figure 4: Example of creating a final partition of 2 regions. (a) Example of an initial
partition computed from decoded color information using 5 regions. (b) First iteration
after merging regions R1 and R2 . (c) Second iteration after merging R6 and R4 . (d) Final
partition with 2 regions after all mergings have been performed.
D
information (OW
EDM ) starting from the initial partition constructed from

the decoded color view. Using an initial partition constructed using only
depth information would be optimal but the shape of this partition would
need to be sent, at a high coding cost. The number of regions in the final
partition is computed similarly to the initial partition (Section 2.1.1). The
difference is that, for the initial partition, the criterion to select the number
of regions was solely to avoid under-segmentation while in the case of the
final partition, a number of regions suitable for coding purposes must be
obtained.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the process followed by the encoder to compute
a final partition of 2 regions. Starting from the initial partition represented in
Fig. 4.a, the algorithm selects to merge the two regions with lowest OW EDM
D
costs (eq. 1) computed in the original depth information (OW
EDM ). In the

first iteration, the lowest cost correspond to regions R1 and R2 so they are
D
merged in a new region R6 (Fig. 4.b). The next step recomputes the OW
EDM

costs for the new region R6 and selects again the lowest cost for the next
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merging. In the example, regions R6 and R4 are merged to R7 . The process
is iterated until the final number of regions is found and the final partition
is computed as in Fig. 4.d.
Third step: Even if the final partition is constructed from the initial
partition, the decoder can not directly construct this partition because the
depth information is not available. For that, the encoder re-computes the
final partition but, this time, the decoded color information is used to calculate the OW EDM costs. At each iteration, the algorithm selects the two
C
regions with lowest OW
EDM cost to be merged but, if the two regions are

not merged in the final partition, the merge is prevented and some side information is sent to inform the decoder so it is able to reproduce the final
partition without the depth information. The side information is composed
of a list of merging orders (called non-merging orders in this paper that inform the decoder if a given merge must be allowed or prevented. After a
prevented merge, the next two more similar regions are examined until a
suitable merging is obtained.
Fig. 5 illustrates this process. Starting from the same initial partition
(Fig. 4.a) as in the second step, regions are merged based on their color
C
similarity. For instance, in the first iteration, the lowest OW
EDM cost corre-

sponds between regions R2 and R3 (note that this first iteration is different
than in the second step as the decoded color information is used to compute
the cost). As regions R2 and R3 are not merged in the final partition computed in the previous step (Fig. 4.d) the merge is prevented (a 1 is stored in
C
the non-merging orders list) and the next OW
EDM cost is analyzed. In the

example, the next lower costs correspond to regions R4 and R5 . This merging
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is also prevented. All following costs are analyzed until one corresponding to
two regions that have also been merged in the final partition. In the example, regions R2 and R4 are merged into region R6 (Fig. 5.b) and a value of
0 is stored in the non-merging orders list. The process is iterated (Fig. 5.c)
until the final number of regions (the same as the final partition) is achieved
which results in a non-merging order of 110110110. The partition obtained
in Fig. 5.d is identical to the final partition computed previously (Fig. 4.d).
It is a reasonable approximation to a partition obtained using only depth
information (without using the initial partition) while largely reducing the
cost associated to partition coding.
The non-merging orders can be used in the decoder to replicate the encoder partition without any depth information. The cost associated to the
non-merging orders is the only information needed for partition coding and
its cost is very low compared to fully encoding the optimal depth partition.
In our example, even though the worst possible scenario has been selected,
only 9 bits are needed to encode the entire final partition. In real images,
D
C
the associated cost OW
EDM and OW EDM between two regions may be similar

and the length of the non-merging orders would be reduced. Also, the probability of prevent mergings (denoted as 1 in the non-merging orders) is low
(around 0.2 for our test sequences) thus allowing for a further compression
using arithmetic coding.
The actual information sent to the decoder consists of: a) the number of
regions for the initial and final partitions, b) the sequence of non-merging
orders (the list of ones and zeros) and c) the texture coefficients for each
resulting region. Any available encoding technique can be used to encode
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Figure 5: Example of computing the non-merging orders. Resulting non-merging order is
110110110.

the texture of each region. In this work, a decomposition into a set of basis
functions (for example, polynomial) that are orthogonal to the shape of the
regions (orthobasis) [11] has been used. The use of polynomial basis functions
is a generalization of piece-wise linear functions and allow a better handling
of the smooth variations inside the regions.
2.1.1. Selection of the number of regions in initial and final partitions
In the proposed algorithm, the initial and final partitions are constructed
based on color uniformity (to ensure they can be replicated at the decoder),
but must also fulfill an uniformity criterion when applied to the depth images.
That is, we want to ensure that there are no strong depth transitions inside
the regions, as this will result in a poorly encoded depth. Additionally, the
partitions have a strong influence in the final coding cost.
In this work, the parameters used to control the initial and final partitions
are their number of regions. Selecting an initial partition with a very large
number of regions, ensures that there will not be under-segmentation but it
may increase the number of non-merging orders to be coded. The same is
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true for the final partition: too few regions may result in non-homogeneous
regions, while using too many regions the cost of the texture coefficients
might result excessive.
In this work, the segmentation process is controlled applying measures
commonly used for partition evaluation [12, 13]. Unsupervised evaluation
methods are the most suitable for this purpose because they are quantitative,
objective and they require no reference images.
Most methods have some kind of intra-region uniformity criterion. Among
all the available measures, the ones based on measuring contrast are very appropriate for our purpose. Texture coding techniques can efficiently represent
regions with smooth texture variations with only a few coefficients, but perform worse if strong transitions (high contrast zones) are present on the area
to code. Moreover, these techniques have low computational complexity.
Thus, selection of the number of regions is done using an intra-contrast
measure [13, 14]. Intra-region contrast measures the contrast inside the regions and has no penalty for over-segmentation. This criterion will be used
to avoid under-segmentation in the initial partition and also to select the
number of regions of the final partition.
Regarding this criterion, [13] note that it is not well adapted to textured
images. Nevertheless, in this application this is not a problem because it will
be evaluated on the depth image, which is not textured at all.
Let c(s, t) =

|f (s)−f (t)|
L−1

be the contrast between two pixels s and t, with

f representing the intensity and L the maximum intensity. The intra-region
contrast for region Ri with area Ai is:
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Ii =

1 X
max{c(s, t), t ∈ W (s) ∩ Ri }
Ai s∈R

(3)

i

where W (s) is a neighborhood of pixel s.
We can define a global measure based on the intra-region contrast. The
global intra-region contrast can be defined as:

IC = 1 −

N
1 X
Ii
N i=1

(4)

where N is the number of regions in the partition. The global measure is
normalized to one and higher values of the scores are associated with better
partitions.
To select the desired number of regions in the initial partition, we evaluate
the global intra-region contrast measure (eq. 4) on the depth image during
the construction of the initial partition and proceed with the region merging
process while the measure is above a given threshold tF P . This threshold
marks the point with the maximum acceptable under-segmentation and can
be determined empirically.
The same criterion is used to determine the number of regions in the final
partition, using a different threshold tIP . This will ensure that the number
of regions is the minimum that still fulfills the under-segmentation criterion.
3. Experimental results
Experimental results are provided for two sequences: Ballet and Breakdancers [15]. Each sequence includes eight synchronized cameras with both
depth and color view information through time. The resolution of both color
16

view and depth maps is 1024 × 768 pixels and the duration of the sequences
is 100 frames for each camera at 15 frames per second.
To compare our proposed technique, depth maps are encoded using the
standard AVC [16] and MVC [3] codecs. As our proposed method does not
currently exploit any temporal correlation between depth maps, two different
configurations for the AVC codec have been used. The first one (All I frames)
does not include any temporal prediction and uses only I frames for the
entire depth sequence. The second configuration (Optimized ) uses a standard
IPB GoP configuration of 12 frames (IBPBPBPBPBPB). The MVC codec
is also configured using the same GoP length, with temporal and interview
prediction.
Fig. 6 presents examples of the original and decoded depth maps using
both Optimized AVC and the proposed method at similar bitrates. It can
be seen that the proposed method preserves better the contour information
and avoids the blurring/blocking artifacts that appear in the AVC or MVC
encoded images (Fig. 6.b) introducing only some small artifacts caused by
under-segmentation errors (Fig. 6.c).
In Fig. 6, the PSNR between a single frame of the original depth and
the Optimized AVC encoded depth is 32.4 dB while the same frame in the
proposed method achieves 28.1 dB (both at a similar bitrate of 484.24 and
481.32 kpbs for the entire MVD sequence respectively). However, depth maps
are not intended to be viewed directly but employed to generate virtual
views. For this reason, PSNR calculated on depth maps is not the best
measure for applications involving virtual-view reconstruction. Errors at the
border of depth discontinuities have a stronger contribution to reconstructed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Direct quality comparisons between original and decoded depth maps at frame
15 of the Breakdancers sequence. (a) Original, (b) Optimized AVC with 32.4 dB at 484.24
kbps (c) Proposed method with 28.1 dB at 481.32 kbps.

color view distortions than errors in zones with smooth depth. Therefore, the
methodology used in [4] will be applied to compute the PSNR between virtual
color views instead of directly over the encoded and original depth maps. As
it is shown in the sequel, the proposed method preserves more carefully the
depth discontinuities, ensuring a better color view reconstruction even with
worse results for PSNR measured in the depth maps. On the other side,
H.264 encoders are highly optimized to achieve excellent Rate-Distortion
performance when measuring directly the depth maps PSNR but may fail at
preserving the contours of the objects.
Experimental results show a comparison between the proposed method,
AVC and MVC. For the initial partition, tF P = 0.990 has been used as
a threshold to determine the number of regions. In the case of the final
18

partition, a value of tIP = 0.975 has been used. These two thresholds have
been determined empirically by testing different images and have been used
in all the results in the sequel. They result in approximately 500 regions for
Ballet and Breakdancers in the initial partition and 75/80 regions in the final
partition.
To encode the regions content, a second order orthobasis is employed and
each coefficient is represented using 8 bits. At each frame, all coefficients
for all regions are grouped and entropy coded using an adaptive arithmetic
codec.
The color views are encoded using Optimized AVC with quantization step
Q=32 and we assume they are available to the decoder. Using such a high
Q is a worst case scenario for our method as it decreases the quality of the
decoded color view partition. Fig. 7 shows the PSNR for virtual color views
along the 8 reference cameras for both Ballet and Breakdancers sequences
(obtained using the original and encoded depth maps). Nine virtual color
views are placed between each two reference cameras to estimate how the final
quality is affected by the distance from the reference cameras. As reported
in [4], PSNR values of virtual color views are significantly higher (around
35dB) than PSNR values measured directly between original and decoded
images. This is because both virtual views are generated using the same
color view; only the original and decoded depth map is changed, resulting in
more similar images and higher PSNR values.
Moreover, Fig. 7 shows a common trend of PSNRs measured in virtual
views, as the virtual view is located closer to one of the reference cameras,
the PSNR always increases even though the encoded depth map is the same
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for all those virtual views. Thus, forming a characteristic “U” shape. Virtual
views in the middle of reference cameras need to make more use of the depth
map information than virtual views closer to one of the reference cameras.
Therefore, are more sensible to artifacts or errors in the decoded depth maps.
However, virtual views close to the reference cameras do not use depth map
information that much and the resulting virtual view quality is greater (thus,
increasing the PSNR). In the limit, a virtual view at the same place of the
reference camera will yield an infinite PSNR.
Table 1 shows the bitrates obtained encoding the depth maps with all
methods shown in Fig 7. The final bitrate is obtained by adding the bitrates
of the eight views. In the proposed method, the bitrate is composed of the
bits needed to allow the receiver building the final partition (list of differentially encoded non-merging orders, number of regions in the initial and final
partitions) plus the bits needed to encode depth information for each region
(texture coefficients).
Table 1: Proposed method, AVC and MVC comparison (similar PSNR).

Ballet
kbps
Proposed (Texture coeffs)

Breakdancers
dB

kbps

277.2 (57.6%)

285.08

Proposed (Non-merging orders) 204.12 (42.4%)

203.72

Proposed (Total)

481.32

37.39

AVC All I frames

2346.66

36.94 1317.42 38.53

AVC Optimized

813.51

37.02

648.03

38.07

MVC

843.62

37.17

632.04

38.28
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Figure 7: Comparison between the proposed method, AVC and MVC for sequences Ballet
and Breakdancers at similar PSNR

As shown in Table 1, the total bitrate of our proposed method is much
lower than the All I frames AVC configuration. Even comparing with the
Optimized AVC or the MVC configurations, the resulting bitrate decreases
around 43% (for Ballet) and 22% (for Breakdancers) while keeping similar
PSNR values. Also, mean PSNR values in dBs for virtual color views are
shown in Table 1 for each coding configuration.
In Fig. 8 and Table 2 we can see an analogous comparison, this time for
similar bitrates. In this case, the All I frames AVC configuration obtains
a quality several dBs below the other two approaches and is not presented.
Gains up to 2.1 dB and 1.9 dB are achieved for the Ballet and Breakdancers
sequences respectively (1.4 dB and 0.8 dB in average). Experimental results
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show that the more efficient MVC codec does not even outperform the AVC
codec proving that the higher R-D efficiency of the MVC does not directly
translate into higher PSNR values of the virtual color views.
BALLET Sequence
42
AVC (Optimized) Q=46
MVC Q=44
Segmentation based method
40
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Figure 8: Comparison between the proposed method, Optimized AVC and MVC for sequences Ballet and Breakdancers at similar bitrate.

4. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented a method for depth map compression
based on a novel approach. The main contribution of this paper is to exploit the redundancy between the color views and depth maps by using a
combination of decoded color view and depth partitions. Color partitions
are computed on the decoded views, which reduces the high cost commonly
associated to partition coding. Depth partitions in the decoder are built
22

Table 2: Proposed method, AVC and MVC comparison (similar bitrate).

Ballet
kbps
Proposed (Texture coeffs)

Breakdancers
dB

kbps

277.2 (57.6%)

285.08

Proposed (Non-merging orders) 204.12 (42.4%)

203.72
488.8

dB

Proposed (Total)

481.32

37.39

38.37

AVC Optimized

484.24

35.67 468.32 37.46

MVC

485.68

35.99 495.64 37.59

combining a decoded color view segmentation along with some overhead complementary information from the original depth segmentation. Comparing
the final results with AVC and MVC, we achieve gains of more than 2 dB
for similar bitrates or reductions in bitrate around 40% for similar PSNR.
While the proposed method assumes the availability of the color views in the
decoder, we believe it is reasonable to expect so as depth maps are always
associated to color views to provide functionalities of free view point video
or 3DTV.
It is also important to note that the proposed method currently encodes
depth maps separately for each frame and neither temporal nor inter-view
prediction is performed so far. By exploiting these redundancies (both in
the final partition and in the depth information coding steps) we expect to
achieve even higher gains. Moreover, the use of a Binary Partition Tree
(BPT) [9] to represent the region-merging sequence will allow us to use a
rate-distortion approach to find an optimal segmentation, for instance by
selecting the best tIP and tF P thresholds or the optimal number of regions
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in the initial and final partitions. Finally, alternative region-based texture
coding methods, such as DCT or partial wavelets, will be studied in order
to improve the depth information coding currently based on the orthobasis
approach.
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